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A few notes from today’s webinar:

Revised materiality definition from AASB 2018-7, Information is material if omitting,
misstating or obscuring it could reasonably be expected to influence the decisions that the
primary users of general purpose financial statements make based on those financial
statements, which provide financial information about a specific reporting entity.

Materiality is a filter to assist preparers in identifying the relevant information to meet the
objective of financial statements. Requirements in Australian Accounting Standards only
need to be applied if their effect is material to the complete set of financial statements.

What information is needed by the users of financial statements:
● Resources of the entity (assets)
● Claims against the entity (liabilities)
● Changes in the resources and claims (income and expenses)
● How efficiently and effectively the entity’s management and governing board have

discharged their responsibility to use the entity’s resources

Four steps materiality process:
1. Identify information that has the potential to be material
2. Assess whether the information identified in Step 1 is, in fact, material
3. Organise the information within the draft financial statements in a way that

communicates the information clearly and concisely to primary users
4. Review the draft financials to determine whether all material information has been

identified and materiality considered from a wide perspective and in aggregate, on
the basis of the complete set of financial statements

Applying materiality to disclosures
● No need to provide a disclosure specified by an Accounting Standard if the

information resulting from that disclosure is not material. It doesn’t matter if the
standards:

○ Contains a list of specific disclosure requirements nor
○ Describes the disclosures as ‘minimum requirements’.

● Conversely, Is there any other information to be included to ‘tell the story’ regardless
of whether required by the standards.

Accounting policies likely to be material if relate to:
● Changes in accounting policy
● Documentation of choice in the accounting standards
● An accounting standard developed in the absence of an explicit accounting standard

requirement



● Significant judgement or estimation
● Complex transaction and accounting policy need to explain treatment.

Principles of effective communication (from IASB Better communication in Financial
Reporting)

Entity specific Tailoring information to a company’s own circumstances

Simple and direct Using simple descriptions and sentence structures without
omitting useful information

Better organised Ranking pieces of information to help users of financial
statements understand their importance

Better linked Linking information to help users of financial statements
understand the relationships between pieces of information

Better formatted Selecting a suitable format for the type of information
companies provide

Free of duplication Avoiding unnecessary duplication that obscures
communication

Enhanced comparability Disclosing information in a way that enhances comparability
among companies and across reporting periods without
compromising its usefulness.

How you declutter
● Disclosing material information only
● Eliminating immaterial information
● Remove redundant information
● Eliminating outdated information
● Ensure that information is not being repeated throughout the financials
● Avoid jargon and boilerplate disclosures



Financial IFRS template

Entity Specific
You need to choose the right entity type for your company. Based on the entity you selected
in the template, it will insert the disclosure that is recommended for that specific entity. You
can see this clearly in the directors report between the listed entity and general purpose
entity.

The generated financial statements will be the starting point for your financial statements
preparation, it is not the final version of your financial statements

One of the attempts to declutter the financial statements is the new streamlined financial
statements. If you are using the new streamlined version of financial statements disclosure,
you can select it in the framework. Most of the reporting entities have the equivalent
streamlined reporting options.

Simple and direct
Tailor your financial statements. Add, edit or remove any disclosure from your financial
statements to meet your entity disclosure requirements. Keep the paragraph simple and
direct.



Areas required allows you to tailor the statement areas of your financial statements. For
example in the SDS standard you are able to choose Statement of Income and Retained
Earnings in favour of Statement of Changes in Equity and Cash Flow Statement.

Assess the generated content against your entity’s requirements. Have a chat with your
CFO, Auditors or Carmen to identify anything that you need to tailor in the content. You can
add, remove or edit existing paragraphs to match your requirements.



Use the available guidance and options to enable the appropriate disclosure. The guidance
text also contains sample disclosures paragraphs.

Review your Notes to the financial statements. If you don’t need the note you can skip the
note or delete it completely from your financial statement.

If the note you need is missing, you can insert it from the library.



Or you can insert a blank note and tailor it to meet your needs.



Better organised
Sort the content of your financial statements. Start with your primary statements.



Once this is completed, sort the order of your notes to the financial statements.

Better linked
The balance sheet line items with the linked flag are linked to the supporting notes.



Use the linkage row type to linkage in order to pull in information from other tables in the
financial statements. You can use this in our new reconciliation tables to reconcile your
numbers.



Better formatted
FinancialsIFRS uses stylesheets to ensure formatting consistency throughout the financial
statements.

Free of duplication
The content in FinancialsIFRS has been reviewed to ensure that we don’t have any
duplication of contents, e.g. 2 disclosure of the same nature.

Enhanced comparability
The FinancialsIFRS has a roll forward feature to help you roll forward your current year
balances year on year. This ensures that the comparative balances are consistent during the
engagement roll forward.

The FinancialsIFRS template will disclose the current year and prior year balances for better
comparability. If in any case the prior year number doesn’t exist, you will need to add an
explanatory note.


